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	MVC (Model-View-Controller) is the popular Microsoft technology which enables you to build dynamic, data-driven, mobile websites, TDD site. Hands-On with ASP.NET MVC is not only written for those who are going to have affair with MVC for the 1st time, rather it is written in such a way that even experienced professional will love reading this book. This book covers all the tiny steps on using MVC at its best. With complete practical tutorials to illustrate the concepts, you will step by step build one End to End application which covers below mentioned techniques - Controllers, Views, Models, Forms and HTML helpers, Data annotation and Validation, Membership, Authorization, Security rather you will also learn how to bootstrap your design, then how to host the app in AZURE, Web API and Dependency Injection. It also covers MVC 5 and MVC 6 features like, • Mobile optimization, • Improved Scaffolding, • ASP.Net Identity, • One ASP.Net, Bootstrap • Common framework for MVC, • Web API and WebPages, • Self hosting, • Cloud Optimized, • No Build Dependency, • Cross platform support, • And many more out of the box things.
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Fw 200 Condor vs Atlantic Convoy: 1941-43 (Duel)Osprey Publishing, 2010

	With the fall of France in 1940, Germany suddenly had the opportunity to strike at poorly guarded Allied convoys. The Luftwaffe pressed into service the Fw-200 Condor, a plane that had originally been designed as a civilian airliner and the first plane to fly non-stop from Berlin to New York in 1938. After various modifications, the Fw-200...
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Programming the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture: Examples and Best PracticesVervante, 2008

In this IBM® Redbooks® publication, we provide an introduction to the Cell Broadband Engine™ (Cell/B.E.™ ) platform. We show detailed samples from real-world application development projects and provide tips and best practices for programming Cell/B.E. applications. 

We also describe...
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Enterprise Cloud Computing: Technology, Architecture, ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2010

	In today’s world virtually all available information on any technical topic is
	just a few clicks away on the web. This is especially true of an emerging area
	such as cloud computing. So why write a book, and, who should read this
	book and why?


	Every few years a new ‘buzzword’ becomes the rage of the...
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ICRRM 2019 – System Reliability, Quality Control, Safety, Maintenance and Management: Applications to Civil, Mechanical and Chemical EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	Content of this proceedings discusses emerging trends in structural reliability, safety and disaster management, covering topics like total quality management, risk maintenance and design for reliability. Some papers also address chemical process reliability, reliability analysis and engineering applications in chemical process equipment systems...
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Managing Knowledge for Sustained Competitive Advantage: Designing Strategies for Effective Human Resource ManagementPfeiffer, 2003
Knowledge management is a topic of steadily increasing interest to today's organizations. To date, however, the field of industrial/organizational psychology has not yet applied its unique knowledge and expertise to the problem of competing through knowledge. This volume addresses the problem by presenting a framework— derived from the...
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Build APIs You Won't Hate: Everyone and their dog wants an API, so you should probably learn how to build themPhilip J. Sturgeon, 2015

	API development is becoming increasingly common for server-side developers thanks to the rise of front-end JavaScript frameworks, iPhone applications, and API-centric architectures. It might seem like grabbing stuff from a data source and shoving it out as JSON would be easy, but surviving changes in business logic, database schema updates,...
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